
Contour Conceal
A purpose-built concealment stretcher for mortuary transport with superior functionality 
and customisable features.

Key Benefits

Careful concealment: Fully customisable 
concealment stretcher with high quality, 
perfectly fitted vinyl cover in subtle grey or 
printed in one of three restful, full colour art 
designs.
Effortless control: Easy-drop flushfold sides 
and adjustable stretcher height ensures ease of 
transfer onto the Contour Conceal. Electric and 
hydraulic options available.
Smooth and steady: Robust, two-column 
design with 200mm castors and Ezi-Trak 5th 
wheel steering ensures stretcher stability and 
manoeuvrability in-transit
Easy clean: The Contour Conceal’s smooth, one-
piece platform and removeable, washable vinyl 
cover combine to make cleaning and hygiene 
control simple and effective.

Application

Ideal for Wards, Emergency, Theatre, Intensive 
Care & Palliative

Why Buy?
The Contour Conceal has been sensitively designed 
to assist you to provide patients who have passed 
away with a safe, secure, and dignified passage from 
wards to mortuaries. Offering full concealment, with 
your choice of subtle grey or calming rainforest, 
mountain or lakeside theme covers, the platform 
stretcher ensures each transfer is carried out with 
the utmost of ease, efficiency and respect. The twin 
column design is available as either an electric or 
hydraulic stretcher with a narrow or wide platform 
top. Both options are able to be adjusted to several 
height ranges and feature flushfold dropsides to 
facilitate the patient’s smooth transfer onto the 
stretcher.
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Contour Conceal

Rainforest Theme

Lake Theme Mountain Theme

Clear access
Lift off the heavy duty washable vinyl 
cover with full length access from both 
sides. Store the cover supports on 
convenient hooks.

Custom Options
Upgrade your Contour Conceal with orbit-
drive, out door base or your choice of a 
grey or printed theme cover

Top width options
Narrow and wider top options available

Hydraulic option
Choose manual height adjustment if 
electric operation is not required
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Specifications

Overall Size: 2135 x 815mm (705mm narrow & 
965mm wide options)
Patient Surface: 1900 x 700mm  (590mm 
narrow & 850mm wide options)
Electric Height Range: 440-810mm (standard) 
up to 540-910mm
Hydraulic Height Range: 525-850mm
SWL: 300kg
Castor Size: 200mm castors & Ezi-Trak 5th 
wheel steering
Options:  Power drive system and outdoor base 
upgrades available 

Product Code
Electric - MPT-C-CCE
Hydraulic - MPT-C-CCH

Printed Cover Codes
MPT-CCA-LAKE
MPT-CCA-MOUNT
MPT-CCA-RAIN
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